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Abstrat
We perform an extensive study of the DAMA annual modulation data in the
ontext of inelasti dark matter. We nd that inelasti dark matter with mass
mχ & 15GeV is exluded at the 95% ondene level by the ombination of DAMA
spetral information and results from other diret detetion experiments. However,
at smaller mχ, inelasti dark matter onstitutes a possible solution to the DAMA
puzzle.
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1 Introdution
The DAMA ollaboration has reently published the ombined results from the long-
term runs of the DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA apparatus. Both experiments observe
an annual modulation in their nulear reoil rates with a ombined statistial signiane
exeeding 8σ [1℄. A possible origin of this signal is weakly interating massive partiles
(WIMPs) sattering o of the target nulei in the detetor, where the modulation of the
rate is aused by the motion of the earth around the sun. The amplitude, period and
phase of the signal are all onsistent with suh satterings.
This interpretation is hallenged, however, by the absene of a signal in other dark
matter diret detetion experiments like CDMS [2℄ and XENON [3℄. Espeially in the
standard senario where WIMPs satter elastially and spin-independently o of the
target nuleus, the DAMA preferred region of WIMP ross setions is pratially ruled
out by the ombination of other experiments [4, 5℄.
In order to reonile the DAMA signal with the other diret detetion experiments,
a number of non-standard dark matter andidates have been proposed. These inlude
mirror dark matter [6, 7℄, dipolar dark matter [8℄, hidden harged dark matter [9℄ and
omposite dark matter [10℄ as well as partiles whih ouple spin-dependently [11℄ or
preferentially to eletrons [12, 13℄.
In the present artile we fous on inelasti dark matter [14℄ whih is one of the
simplest possible solutions to the DAMA puzzle. Conrete realizations of inelasti dark
matter in partile physis an e.g. be found in [1417℄. In this senario the WIMP satters
from a ground state χ into the slightly heavier state χ′. If the mass splitting δ = mχ′−mχ
is of the same order as the kineti energy of WIMPs in the galati halo, only the WIMPs
in the tail of the veloity distribution are energeti enough to satter o of a nuleus. In
this ase the the fration of WIMPs whih an overome the kinematial barrier depends
very strongly on the veloity of the earth, and the annual modulation of the WIMP
sattering signal is signiantly enhaned. This raises the sensitivity of DAMA relative
to other experiments and redues the tension between them. Earlier studies indeed found
parameter regions onsistent with DAMA and all other experiments for WIMP masses
mχ & 50GeV and δ = O(100 keV) [16, 18, 19℄.
In this artile we improve on those earlier studies. In partiular we take into aount
the energy resolutions of the DAMA/LIBRA and DAMA/NaI apparatus and inlude
higher energy bins whih are typially ignored. We also use more appropriate analysis
tehniques than some of the earlier works. Furthermore we extend the analysis to small
WIMP masses and nd a region at mχ ∼ O(10 GeV) where the DAMA signal an be
explained through hanneled sattering events o of iodine. Another allowed region at
mχ ∼ 5 GeV  where the modulation is due to hanneled sodium events  opens up if
one artiially dereases the detetor resolutions of DAMA/LIBRA and DAMA/NaI.
We then onfront the DAMA allowed regions with the null results of various other
2
diret detetion experiments. In ontrast to previous studies we nd that under standard
astrophysial assumptions the whole high mass region is ruled out at the 95% ondene
level (CL) by CRESST II. For this statement to hold it is important that we do not
ombine the CRESST II ommissioning run [20℄ with an older test run [21℄, as will be
disussed in more detail later.
The low mass regions orresponding to hanneled sattering events at DAMA are
partly probed by low-threshold experiments. However, here we still nd regions at
mχ . 15 GeV whih are ompatible with DAMA as well as all other diret detetion
experiments.
The outline of this paper is as follows: in the next setion we review relevant aspets
for the diret detetion of inelasti dark matter. In Setion 3 we give an overview over
the diret detetion experiments we onsider in this study and desribe our analysis
proedure. In Setion 4 we present the results of this analysis whih we ompare with
results from previous studies in Setion 5. Finally Setion 6 ontains our onlusions.
2 Diret Detetion of Inelasti Dark Matter
Diret detetion experiments aim to measure the deposited energy of a WIMP dark
matter partile when it interats with a nuleus in the detetor. If suh a dark matter
partile χ satters o of nulei inelastially by making a transition to a slightly heavier
state χ′, the minimum inident veloity to transfer the energy ER to a reoiling nuleus
is [14℄
v
min
=
1√
2mNER
(
mNER
µ
+ δ
)
, (1)
where δ is the mass splitting between χ and χ′, mN is the mass of the target nuleus and
µ = (mχmN )/(mχ+mN) is the redued mass of the WIMP-nuleus system. The altered
kinematis of the sattering proess relative to elasti sattering an aet the detetion
rates signiantly. We will disuss these eets in more detail after a short reminder of
the relevant formulae for the alulation of reation rates and a brief disussion of the
relevant input parameters. We will also speify the impat of detetor eets on reation
rates.
2.1 Reation Rates
The dierential event rate for oherent spin-independent WIMP nuleus sattering as a
funtion of the reoil energy ER an be written as (see e.g. [22℄)
dR
dER
(ER, t) = Mtar
ρχ
2mχµ2
(fpZ + fn(A− Z))2
f 2n
σn F
2(ER)
∞∫
v
min
d
3v
f
loal
(~v, t)
v
, (2)
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with M
tar
the mass of the target detetor, mχ the WIMP mass and ρχ the loal WIMP
density. Furthermore fn,p are the eetive oherent ouplings to the neutron and proton
respetively, while A and Z denote the nuleon and proton numbers of the target nuleus
and σn the overall eetive WIMP-neutron ross setion at zero momentum in the elasti
limit. The nulear form fator F (ER) desribes the loss of oherene as the momentum
transfer deviates from zero. Finally, the integral takes into aount the eet of the loal
WIMP veloity distribution f
loal
. Both, the input from partile physis as well as the
astrophysial input together with the orresponding unertainties will be addressed more
losely below.
2.2 Input Parameters
To keep our analysis as general as possible, we keep the WIMP mass mχ, the mass
splitting δ and the ross setion σn as free parameters. These parameters may be predited
by the partile physis model under onsideration.
2.2.1 Input from Partile Physis
For this study we set the ratio of the eetive WIMP-proton and WIMP-neutron ou-
plings to one, fp/fn = 1. This ratio ould be dierent in a spei model. However,
a ratio fp/fn 6= 1 an easily be orreted for. One just has to resale the onsidered
onstraint on σn by a fator[
1 +
(
fp
fn
− 1
)
Z
A
]
−2
. (3)
As all nulei have roughly the same ratio of protons to neutrons, a modiation of fp/fn
does virtually not hange the experimental onstraints relative to eah other.
In our analysis we use the Fourier-Bessel form fators where available, otherwise
the Woods-Saxon form fators
1
. Both an be alulated from the parameters tabulated
in [23, 24℄. Note that Fourier-Bessel and Woods-Saxon form fators are more aurate
than the ommonly used Helm form fators (see e.g. [25℄). Espeially for heavy elements
the Woods-Saxon form fators an deviate from the Helm form fators substantially. For
example in the ase of a tungsten target as used by CRESST II the Helm form fator
would lead to an overestimation of the reation rate by roughly 10%.
2.2.2 Astrophysial Input
The two main astrophysial inputs used in this study are the loal dark matter density
ρχ and the dark matter veloity distribution seen by an earth bound detetor. For our
1
Fourier-Bessel form fators are available for oxygen, aluminum, silion and germanium, Woods-
Saxon form fators are used for sodium, iodine, xenon and tungsten.
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analysis, we set ρχ = 0.3 GeVm
−3
. Note that a hange of ρχ would just lead to an
overall shift of all experimental onstraints on σn.
The galati dark matter halo is expeted to have a rather smooth veloity distri-
bution. The Standard Halo Model, whih we adopt throughout this study, assumes a
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in the galati rest frame, whih is trunated at some
esape veloity v
es
[26℄,
f
gal
(~v) =
1
(π v20)
3/2
e−~v
2/v2
0 Θ(v
es
− |~v|) . (4)
The loal galati esape veloity was determined to be in the interval 498 km/s < v
es
<
608 km/s at 90% CL by the RAVE survey [27℄. We will use the median v
es
= 544 km/s.
The veloity dispersion is set to its standard value v0 = 220 km/s.
The dark matter veloity distribution in the rest frame of the earth, f
loal
, an be
obtained from the galati distribution by a Galilean boost,
f
loal
(~v, t) = f
gal
(~v + ~v
earth
(t)) , (5)
where the veloity of the earth relative to the galati halo an be parameterized as
~v
earth
(t) = ~v
sun
+ ~v
ann
(t) . (6)
Using the onvention for galati oordinates as in [28℄ we have
~v
sun
≃

 0220
0

 km/s +

105.2
7.2

 km/s (7)
desribing the motion of the solar system [29, 30℄ and
~v
ann
(t) ≃ 29.8 km/s



 0.99310.1170
−0.01032

 cos (2π(t− t1)) +

−0.06700.4927
−0.8678

 sin (2π(t− t1))

 (8)
orresponding to the time-dependent veloity of the earth relative to the sun [22,28℄. Here
t is measured in years and t1 = 0.219 orresponds to the Spring equinox on Marh 21.
The maximal and minimal veloities of the earth with respet to the galati rest frame
are reahed on June 2 and Deember 2 respetively.
2.3 Annual Modulation and Inelasti Dark Matter
The motion of the earth around the sun leads to an annual modulation of the WIMP
veloity distribution with respet to the earth. Due to this annual modulation, the dif-
ferential rate of WIMP sattering has a onstant and a nearly sinusoidal time-dependent
ontribution,
dR
dER
(ER, t) = S0 + Sm cos (2π(t− t0)) , (9)
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with t0 orresponding to June 2nd, where the relative earth-WIMP veloity is maxi-
mal. Note that for non-standard veloity distributions, whih have additional features,
the time dependene ould in priniple have a more ompliated form. The modulation
amplitude of the signal Sm is given by
Sm(ER) =
1
2
(
dR
dER
(ER, June 2)− dR
dER
(ER,De 2)
)
. (10)
Sine DAMA, unlike other diret detetion experiments, does not attempt to suppress
bakgrounds ompletely, it an only identify the modulated part of the signal. Taken
by itself, the DAMA signal is onsistent with the standard senario of elasti WIMP
sattering, even though the modulation Sm/S0 is expeted to be only at the level of a
few perent in this ase. This interpretation is, however, inonsistent with several other
diret detetion experiments and if the DAMA signal really is due to WIMP-nuleus
satterings, other dark matter interpretations have to be onsidered.
One proposal to reonile the DAMA signal with the null results from other ex-
periments is inelasti dark matter. The inelastiity of the sattering drastially hanges
the kinematis of the proess, .f. (1). In partiular the higher kinematial barrier for
inelasti proesses allows only WIMPs in the tail of the veloity distribution to satter.
This leads to a strong enhanement of the annual modulation of the sattering rate  in
the extreme ase that the kineti energies of WIMPs needed to satter inelastially are
reahed only during summer, the modulation an even be maximal
2
. This eet raises
the sensitivity of DAMA ompared to other diret detetion experiments and ameliorates
the tension between them. Furthermore, as the minimal veloity (1) typially dereases
at higher nuleus mass, experiments with heavy target nulei an detet a larger fra-
tion of the WIMPs passing through the detetor. This implies e.g. that the sensitivity
of CDMS is redued relative to DAMA, sine both germanium and silion are onsid-
erably lighter than iodine. On the other hand xenon is similar in mass and hene the
XENON10 experiment should be sensitive to inelasti reoils. But sine XENON10 took
data only during winter where the reation rates are smallest, the resulting limits an
still be evaded. Nevertheless the other experiments still very strongly onstrain the in-
elasti dark matter interpretation, with espeially strong onstraints arising from the
CRESST II experiment, whih has tungsten as the heaviest target nuleus.
2.4 Detetor Eets
In a real experiment there are additional eets whih have to be taken into aount to
understand a possible signal. First of all, only a fration of the energy of the reoiling
nuleus will be transferred to the hannel whih is observed, typially as ionization or
sintillation in the detetor. This fration is known as the quenhing fator Q whih
2
See e.g. the left panel of Figure 2 for the typial annual modulation of the reoil rates.
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relates the reoil energy ER to the observed energy E
′
through
E ′ = QER . (11)
The observed energy E ′ is often referred to as eletron equivalent energy and measured in
keVee. The quenhing fator mainly depends on the target material of the detetor. Some
experiments alibrate their energy sales suh that the quenhing fator is eetively one.
For experiments with Q 6= 1 one an apply (11) to obtain the measured events in terms
of the reoil energy.
Assuming an ideal experimental setup the event rate would simply be given by (2).
However, a realisti detetor has only a nite energy resolution, i.e. for a reoiling nuleus
with energy ER the measured energy E
′
follows a probability distribution whih is peaked
at QER. Typially one approximates the distribution by a Gaussian with an energy
dependent standard deviation σ(E ′). To obtain the predited dierential reation rate
orreted by the nite energy resolution of the detetor, one must onvolute dR/dER
from (2) with this Gaussian,
dR
dER
Correted
(ER, t) =
1√
2π
∞∫
0
dE ′R
dR
dE ′R
(E ′R, t)
1
σ(E ′R)
exp
(
−(ER − E
′
R)
2
2σ2(E ′R)
)
, (12)
where σ(ER) may be gained from σ(E
′) by use of the quenhing fator.
Finally there is an energy dependent eieny ξ, whih takes into aount the loss
of signal, e.g. due to data uts whih are needed to redue bakground. To determine the
number of reoils whih are expeted to be seen at a given experiment between reoil
energies E1 and E2 in a time interval t1  t2, we have to integrate over the resolution
orreted rate multiplied by the eieny,
NE1−E2 =
t2∫
t1
dt
E2∫
E1
dER ξ(ER)
dR
dER
Correted
(ER, t) . (13)
For detetors with multiple elements/isotopes, the ontributions for eah element/isotope
have to be added.
3 Diret Detetion Experiments
In this setion we disuss key properties and results from the DAMA experiment as
well as from various null searhes. We restrit ourselves to experiments whih provide
suient data to independently generate onstraints.
3.1 DAMA
The DAMA ollaboration has reently published the observed modulation amplitudes in
36 energy bins over 2  20 keVee, where the data from DAMA/LIBRA and DAMA/NaI
7
were ombined. We will shortly desribe how to alulate the modulation amplitude
expeted at DAMA and then outline the statistial proedures used to determine the
ondene regions for DAMA.
3.1.1 Modulation Amplitude at DAMA
DAMA's target onsists of highly radiopure NaI(Tl) rystals. In priniple both ompo-
nents  sodium and iodine  may ontribute to the observed signal. Their respetive
quenhing fators were measured to be QNa = 0.3 and QI = 0.09 [31℄ respetively.
While typially only this small fration of the reoil energy goes into sintillation
whih an be measured by DAMA, some nulei that reoil along the harateristi axes or
planes of the rystal struture may transfer their energy primarily to eletrons resulting
in Q ∼ 1 [32℄. This eet is known as hanneling. DAMA has used simulations to
determine the energy-dependent frations of hanneled events o of sodium and iodine.
These frations an be extrated from Figure 4 in [32℄. A good analytial approximation
is given by
fNa(ER) = 0.63
E0.49
R
“
1+
ER
1+ER
”
and fI(ER) = 0.66
E0.45
R
“
1+
ER
1+ER
”
(14)
respetively, where the reoil energy ER is understood in units of keV. In order to be able
to ompare predited and measured rates, it is useful to alulate the predited spetrum
in terms of the measured energy. Taking into aount quenhing and hanneling and
adding ontributions from sodium and iodine, one nds
dR
dE ′
(E ′, t) = 0.847

fI(E ′) dRI
dER
(E ′, t) +
1− fI
(
E′
QI
)
QI
dRI
dER
(
E ′
QI
, t
)
+ 0.153

fNa(E ′) dRNa
dER
(E ′, t) +
1− fNa
(
E′
QNa
)
QNa
dRNa
dER
(
E ′
QNa
, t
) , (15)
where dRI/dER and dRNa/dER may be gained from (2), while 0.847 and 0.153 denote
the mass frations of iodine and sodium in NaI respetively. The event rate has then to
be orreted by the detetor resolution aording to (12). For DAMA/LIBRA σ(E ′) was
determined to be [33℄
σ
DAMA/LIBRA
(E ′) = (0.448 keVee)
√
E ′
keVee
+ 0.0091E ′ . (16)
The resolution of DAMA/NaI is slightly worse, it an be obtained by a simple t to
Figure 13 in [34℄,
σ
DAMA/NaI
(E ′) = (0.76 keVee)
√
E ′
keVee
− 0.024E ′. (17)
8
The dierent energy resolutions of the two experiments fore us to alulate the resolution
orreted spetra of DAMA/LIBRA and DAMA/NaI separately. We then ombine them
weighted by their relative exposures whih are 65% and 35% respetively,
dR
dE ′
Correted
(E ′, t) = 0.65
(
dR
dE ′
Correted
(E ′, t)
)
DAMA/LIBRA
+ 0.35
(
dR
dE ′
Correted
(E ′, t)
)
DAMA/NaI
. (18)
Finally the predited modulation amplitude averaged over an energy bin reads
Sbin
pred
=
1
2 (E ′2 −E ′1)
E′2∫
E′
1
dE ′
(
dR
dE ′
Correted
(E ′, June 2)− dR
dE ′
Correted
(E ′,De 2)
)
. (19)
3.1.2 Calulating Limits
To nd regions in the parameter spae of inelasti dark matter whih are onsistent with
DAMA, we employ a χ2-goodness-of-t metri,
χ2 =
∑
bins
(
Sbin
pred
− Sbin
data
)2
(σbin
data
)2
, (20)
where Sbin
data
stands for the measured modulation amplitude, while σbin
data
denotes the
orresponding experimental error. The modulation signal is onsistent with zero above
10 keVee, therefore it is not appropriate to simply t to all 36 energy bins of DAMA.
Fitting to a large number of bins, where the measured modulation amplitude utuates
around zero with a relatively large error, would just dilute the power of the goodness
of t metri. In [16, 18, 19℄ this problem was irumvented by just ignoring the higher
energy bins of DAMA. However, we follow [5℄ where all bins above 10keVee are ombined
into a single bin. The inlusion of this additional bin makes sure that senarios in whih
the modulation amplitude is non-zero above 10 keVee are strongly onstrained.
In total we use 17 energy bins for the goodness-of-t test, f. Table 1. As we are tting
to 17 energy bins, the 90% and 99%-ondene levels are haraterized by χ2 < 24.8 and
χ2 < 33.4 respetively.
The DAMA ollaboration has also published the absolute rate S0 (f. (9)) measured
by the DAMA/LIBRA apparatus in the range 0.75  10 keVee (f. Figure 1 in [1℄). As
there is only limited bakground suppression, a large fration of the measured rate may be
due to bakground events. However, this data set an still be used to derive onservative
exlusion limits by imposing that the predited absolute rate may at least not exeed
the measured rate
3
. For this onstraint we use only the energy bins above 2 keVee as the
behavior of the detetor below its threshold may not be well understood.
3
One does not have to inlude a statistial error in this alulation as the number of events observed
in eah bin is extremely large.
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Energy Sbin
data
Energy Sbin
data
[keVee℄ [pd/kg/keV℄ [keVee℄ [pd/kg/keV℄
2.0  2.5 0.0162 ± 0.0048 6.5  7.0 0.0012 ± 0.0036
2.5  3.0 0.0287 ± 0.0054 7.0  7.5 -0.0002 ± 0.0036
3.0  3.5 0.0250 ± 0.0055 7.5  8.0 0.0004 ± 0.0036
3.5  4.0 0.0141 ± 0.0050 8.0  8.5 -0.0014 ± 0.0037
4.0  4.5 0.0100 ± 0.0045 8.5  9.0 0.0039 ± 0.0037
4.5  5.0 0.0118 ± 0.0040 9.0  9.5 -0.0033 ± 0.0037
5.0  5.5 0.0039 ± 0.0040 9.5  10.0 -0.0070 ± 0.0038
5.5  6.0 0.0030 ± 0.0039
6.0  6.5 0.0060 ± 0.0038 10.0  20.0 0.0010 ± 0.0008
Table 1: DAMA modulation amplitudes (and errors) in the lowest sixteen energy bins between
2 and 10 keVee, extrated from Figure 9 in [1℄. Bins above 10 keVee are ombined into a single
bin.
3.2 Null Searhes
Here we list some of the experiments whih give the most stringent bounds on the dark
matter interpretation of the DAMA signal. Key parameters of the experiments we use
an be found in Table 2. While most of these experiments observe some reoils, these
reoils may be due to bakground events. In this work we do not attempt to subtrat
the bakground, hene we obtain onservative onstraints.
For unbinned data, onstraints are generated using S. Yellin's maximum gap method
[40℄, whih examines the likelihood of observing the gaps in energy between observed
events. This unbinned method generally provides a stronger onstraint than binned
methods for the ase of an unknown bakground. Unfortunately experimental data is
often available in binned form only. In this ase we use the 'binned Poisson' tehnique,
as desribed in [5, 41℄.
3.2.1 XENON10
The XENON10 detetor aquired 316.4 kg-days of data between Otober 6, 2006 and
February 14, 2007 and observed 10 andidate events [3℄. Here energies are alibrated to
reoil energies, implying Q = 1. This alibration depends upon the relative sintillation
eieny Leff whih was assumed to be onstant, Leff = 0.19 [3℄. However, new measure-
ments [42, 43℄ indiate that the sintillation eieny dereases to Leff ≃ 0.14 for reoil
energies ER . 10 keV (see Figure 8 in [43℄). We aount for the lower Leff by resaling
the lower threshold of XENON10 and the lowest energy event by a fator 0.19/0.14. All
other events are loated at larger reoil energies and are not aeted. After our resaling
the energy range of XENON10 is 6.1  26.9 keV.
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Experiment XENON10 ZEPLIN III CDMS II CDMS-SUF
Target Xe Xe Ge Ge
Exp. [kg-day℄ 316.4 126.7 397.8 65.8
Range [keVee℄ 6.1  26.9 2  16 10  100 5  100
Q 1 (23) 1 1
Eieny [Eq.℄ (21) (24) (25) (27)
Resolution [Eq.℄ (22) (22) (26) (26)
t1[y] 0.763 0.158 ∼ 0.80 0.995
t2[y] 1.122 0.382 ∼ 1.55 1.248
Constraint maximum gap maximum gap maximum gap maximum gap
Experiment CRESST I CRESST II CoGeNT TEXONO
Target Al, O W Ge Ge
Exp. [kg-day℄ 0.80, 0.71 30.6 8.38 0.338
Range [keVee℄ 0.6  20 10  100 0.34  4.1 0.2  7.1
Q 1 1 0.2 0.2
Eieny [Eq.℄ 1 0.9 (30) (32)
Resolution [Eq.℄ (28) (29) (31) (33)
t1[y] ∼ 0.75 0.234 ∼ 0.17 0.040
t2[y] ∼ 0.75 0.558 ∼ 0.25 0.100
Constraint binned Poisson maximum gap binned Poisson binned Poisson
Table 2: Parameters of diret dark matter searhes for XENON10 [3℄, ZEPLIN III [35℄, CDMS-
SUF [36℄, CDMS II [2℄, CRESST I [37℄, CRESST II [20℄, CoGeNT [38℄ and TEXONO [39℄. Note
that for CoGeNT and Texono we only use the energy bins below 2 keVee in our analysis (see
text).
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The energy dependent eieny an be approximated by (.f. Table 1 in [3℄)
ξ(ER) = 0.46
(
1− ER
100 keV
)
(21)
while the energy resolution an be written as [5℄
σ(ER) = (0.579 keV)
√
ER
keV
+ 0.021ER . (22)
3.2.2 ZEPLIN III
Between February 27 and May 20, 2008, ZEPLIN III aquired 126.7 kg-days of data [35℄,
taking into aount all the energy independent eienies. Seven events were deteted in
the observed energy range 2  16 keVee, orresponding to reoil energies 10.7  30.2 keV,
f. Figure 12 in [35℄. The quenhing fator Q has to be extrated from the onversion
between the energy sales in Figure 15, an analyti approximation is given by [19℄
Q(E ′) = (0.142E ′ + 0.005)Exp(−0.305E ′0.564) . (23)
The energy dependent eieny is also shown in Figure 15 of [35℄. In the onsidered
window of reoil energies it is well approximated by
ξ(ER) = 0.71 +
15.23 keV
ER
− 197.3 keV
2
E2R
. (24)
Unfortunately there is no information available on the energy resolution of ZEPLIN III.
However, as XENON10 and ZEPLIN III have a similar detetor setup, we will em-
ploy (21) also for ZEPLIN III.
3.2.3 CDMS II
CDMS II took data from Otober 2006 to July 2007, resulting in an exposure of 397.8 kg-
days on its germanium detetors with an energy threshold of 10 keV [2℄. No events were
observed. The quenhing fator is Q = 1. The eieny of observing nulear reoils an
be extrated from Figure 2 in [2℄ (arXiv version only), we use the approximation
ξ(ER) =

0.24 +
3.39 keV
ER
− 35.3 keV2
E2
R
for 10 keV < ER < 40 keV ,
0.30 for 40 keV < ER < 100 keV .
(25)
The energy resolution for the CDMS germanium detetors is given by [44℄
σ(ER) ≃ 0.2
√
ER . (26)
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3.2.4 CDMS-SUF
Due to the low 5keV threshold we also inlude the 65.8 kg-days germanium data set from
CDMS-SUF [36℄ in our analysis, whih was taken from Deember 2001 to April 2002.
The total eieny an be approximated by [2℄
ξ(ER) = 0.80× 0.95×

0.10 + 0.30
(ER−5 keV)
15 keV
for 5 keV < ER < 20 keV,
0.40 + 0.10 (ER−20 keV)
80 keV
for 20 keV < ER < 100 keV.
(27)
In total there were 20 andidate events in the germanium detetors in the reoil energy
range 5  100keV whih are however onsistent with expeted bakgrounds. For the energy
resolution we apply (26) as for CDMS II. We have also heked that the silion data set
from the same run gives no further onstraints.
3.2.5 CRESST I
CRESST I took 1.51 kg-days of data in Otober 2000 [37℄. The quenhing fator is Q = 1.
The data is binned from 0.6 to 20 keV, eah bin overs an energy range of 0.2 keV. We
use the events after uts have been taken into aount, f. Figure 9 & 10 in [37℄. The
energy resolution given by the CRESST ollaboration is [37℄
σ(ER) =
√
(0.220 keV)2 + (0.017ER)2 . (28)
3.2.6 CRESST II
Two CaWO4 rystal CRESST II detetor modules (Verena and Zora) took data between
Marh 27 and July 23, 2007. The total exposure of tungsten orresponds to 30.6 kg-days
in an energy range of 10  100 keV with an aeptane of 0.9. Sattering o of alium
and oxygen an safely be negleted. Seven andidate events are shown in Figure 8 of [20℄.
For the energy resolution we use
4
σ(ER) ∼ 1keV . (29)
There exists also a data set from an older run of CRESST II with the prototype
detetor modules Daisy and Julia [21℄. Some previous studies [18,19℄ ombined the om-
missioning run with this older test run. We emphasize that we refrain from doing this.
The reason is that the CRESST II detetor was subjet to signiant modiation be-
tween the runs, in partiular a neutron shield as well as a muon veto were installed [20℄.
The absene of the neutron shield in the test run in ombination with the poor light
resolution of the Julia module may have led to a "leakage" of neutron-indued reoils
into the region of tungsten events [21℄. It may well be due to this partiular bakground
4
The energy resolution does not exeed 1keV in the energy range up to 100 keV [45℄, a slight overes-
timation of the resolution will only make our limits marginally more onservative.
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Energy Events Energy Events
[keVee℄ [keVee℄
0.338  0.467 5703 1.241  1.370 62
0.467  0.596 52 1.370  1.499 38
0.596  0.725 33 1.499  1.628 35
0.725  0.854 50 1.628  1.757 31
0.854  0.983 45 1.757  1.886 25
0.983  1.112 32 1.886  2.015 19
1.112  1.241 50
Table 3: CoGeNT binned data up to 2 keVee.
that the observed event rate in the test run was higher than in the ommissioning run.
Therefore we nd it most appropriate to inlude only the ommissioning run in our
analysis, whih leads to stronger onstraints.
3.2.7 CoGeNT
CoGeNT took 8.38 kg-days of data in Marh 2008 above energies of ∼ 0.3 keVee [38,
46℄. The quenhing fator is Q = 0.2. We obtained a data sample from the CoGeNT
ollaboration ontaining the absolute number of events in very small bins of size ∼
30 eVee. One should, however, not use suh small bins for the analysis, as gain-instabilities
an shift the measured energy of events slightly and introdue systematial errors [46℄.
We therefore followed the proedure of the CoGeNT ollaboration [38,46℄ and ombined
four bins into one, resulting in a bin width of ∼ 130keVee, .f. Table 3. We ignored all bins
above E ′ = 2 keVee orresponding to ER = 10 keV in order not to dilute the statistial
power of the binned Poisson method. Above this energy CDMS II is very sensitive and
CoGeNT annot give additional limits.
We heked that the eieny of CoGeNT is well approximated by the formula given
in [5℄,
ξ(E ′) = 0.66− E
′
50 keVee
. (30)
The energy resolution used by CoGeNT is [5℄
σ(E ′) =
√
(69.7 eVee)2 + (0.98 eVee)E ′ . (31)
3.2.8 TEXONO
The TEXONO ollaboration took 0.338 kg-days of data with a very-low threshold ger-
manium detetor [39℄ in the range E ′ = 0.1  7.1 keVee. The experiment was running
between January 15 and February 6, 2007 [47℄. We obtained a data sample from the
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Figure 1: Parameter spae of inelasti dark matter potentially explaining the DAMA annual
modulation signal at 90% CL without (left panel) and with (right panel) detetor resolution of
DAMA taken into aount. For the olor ode see text.
TEXONO ollaboration from whih we extrated the number of events in bins of size
100 eVee5. The quenhing fator is Q = 0.2 and we again use only the bins up to 2keVee.
The overall eieny is estimated as (f. Figure 3 in [39℄)
ξ(E ′) = 0.983 · 0.915 · 2
π
arctan
(
487E ′4
keVee4
)
, (32)
while the energy resolution an be approximated by
σ(E ′) =
(
0.055 + 0.009
√
E ′
keVee
)
keVee . (33)
4 Results
In this setion we desribe the results of our analysis, i.e. we show the regions in the
parameter spae of inelasti dark matter whih are ompatible with the DAMA signal
and hek if they are also onsistent with the null results of the various other searhes
desribed in Setion 3. The parameter spae is spanned by three parameters: the WIMP
mass mχ, the mass splitting δ and the WIMP neutron ross setion σn.
We nd three regions
6
in parameter spae whih ould potentially explain the DAMA
signal. They are depited in dierent olors in Figure 1. To illustrate the impat of the
DAMA energy resolution, the left and right panel show the DAMA allowed regions
without and with the resolution taken into aount, respetively. While the large green
5
This data set an be obtained from the TEXONO ollaboration diretly.
6
If we enhane the ondene level, the distane between the red and the green region in Figure 1
dereases, at the 99% level they are already slightly onneted.
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Figure 2: Reoil spetrum and modulation amplitude at DAMA for the loal best t point
mχ = 56.5GeV, δ = 115.4keV, σn = 2.5 ·10−39 m2. Left Panel: Dierential event rate dR/dER
in a NaI target as a funtion of the reoil energy ER for the parameters above. Only iodine events
are visible as sattering o of sodium is kinematially not aessible. The dash-dotted urve
refers to June 2, the solid urve to Deember 2. Right Panel: Predited modulation amplitude
at DAMA for measured energies E′ up to 10keVee with (solid) and without (dashed) resolution
taken into aount. The modulation amplitude measured by DAMA is also inluded.
and red regions are extended through the inlusion of the resolution, the small yellow
region ompletely disappears. We will now disuss these three regions in turn and onfront
them with the limits from the various null searhes. In this analysis we will not onsider
additional onstraints e.g. from ollider searhes or indiret detetion [48, 49℄ as their
appliability strongly depends on the onsidered model.
4.1 The quenhed region
The quenhed iodine region orresponds to the green region in Figure 1 withmχ & 43GeV
and 0 . δ . 145 keV when the detetor resolution is taken into aount. While the plot
ends at mχ = 1TeV, the region extends to extremely high masses. Allowed ross setions
range from σn ≃ 6 · 10−42 m2 to 10−36 m2, a very thin strip extends above 10−36 m2.
Only quenhed events an ontribute to the signal. This an be seen in the left panel
of Figure 2 where the reoil spetrum in sodium iodide for one of the two loal best t
points
7
(mχ = 56.5GeV, δ = 115.4keV and σn = 2.5 ·10−39 m2 with χ2 = 12.1) is shown.
The lower threshold of the iodine spetra lies at reoil energies ER ∼ 20 keV, i.e. there
are no hanneled events in the relevant energy range below ∼ 10 keVee.
In the right panel of Figure 2 the predited modulation amplitude (with and without
taking into aount the detetor resolution) is shown for the same parameters together
with the measured modulation amplitude in the bins up to 10keVee. Note that the nite
energy resolution leads to a slight smearing of the spetrum. Espeially parameter sets
whih predit too high spetra at zero resolution may beome ompatible with DAMA
through this smearing. This is the reason why the DAMA allowed green region in Figure 1
7
The other loal best t point lies at δ ∼ 0, it has a slightly lower value of χ2.
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Figure 3: DAMA allowed regions in the parameter spae of inelasti dark matter together with
the relevant onstraints from other diret detetion experiments for xed mχ = 100 GeV (left
panel) and xed δ = 130 keV (right panel). The region above the lines is exluded.
extends to larger σn and smaller mχ if the resolution is taken into aount.
In Figure 3 the limits from the DAMA absolute rate and the other diret detetion
experiments on the quenhed iodine region are shown. We plot only onstraints from
CRESST II, ZEPLIN III, CDMS II and XENON10, as onstraints from other experi-
ments are signiantly weaker in this regime. We x mχ = 100GeV in the left panel and
δ = 130 keV in the right panel and san over the two remaining parameters. For DAMA
we show the 90% and 99% allowed regions, while all exlusion urves are given at 90%
CL. Only for CRESST II, whih gives the most important onstraint, we also inlude the
95% exlusion urve. In fat CRESST II exludes the whole 99% DAMA allowed region
at 95% CL. We heked that this statement holds not only for the parameters hosen
above, but in the omplete quenhed iodine region over the whole range of mχ and δ.
We then tested the robustness of this statement by varying the iodine quenhing fa-
tor QI and the loal galati esape veloity ves within their experimental unertainties.
While high v
es
= 600 km/s and low v
es
= 500 km/s did not weaken the CRESST II
bound, the latter beomes slightly weaker for the quenhing fator at its minimal or
maximal values of QI = 0.08 and QI = 0.1 [50℄ respetively. Nevertheless, even if we tune
QI in the most favorable way, the DAMA 99% ondene region is still exluded at 90%
CL by CRESST II in the whole quenhed iodine region.
One should, however, be aware that we derived our limits for the Standard Halo
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Figure 4: Same as Figure 2 but for mχ = 5.82GeV, δ = 14.34keV, σn = 3.9 · 10−37 m2 (best t
point in the hanneled sodium region at zero resolution). The gray urves in the left panel refer
to sodium, the blak urves again to iodine. Note that the iodine spetrum has been resaled
by a fator 1/1000.
Model. If the veloity distribution of WIMPs shows substantial deviations from this
model, there may exist the possibility to redue the level of inompatibility between
DAMA and CRESST II. Nevertheless tungsten is kinematially favored over iodine in
the quenhed iodine regime, i.e. there are no parts in the veloity distribution of WIMPs
whih are aessible to DAMA but not to CRESST II. Consequently there is no simple
way to resolve the tension between the two.
4.2 The hanneled regions
4.2.1 Sodium
The hanneled sodium region whih orresponds to the yellow region in the left panel
of Figure 1 lies at 5.3 GeV . mχ . 6.1 GeV, 10 keV . δ . 16 keV and 2 · 10−38 m2 .
σn . 2 · 10−36 m2 for the detetor resolution set to zero. It is the only region where the
DAMA modulation amplitude an potentially be explained by satterings o of sodium.
The reason why this region disappears when we take into aount the resolution an easily
be inferred from the left panel of Figure 4. There we show the sodium and the iodine
reoil spetra for the best t point at zero resolution (mχ = 5.82GeV, δ = 14.34keV and
σn = 3.9 ·10−37 m2 with χ2 = 15.5). One an see that there is an extremely large number
of iodine events below the DAMA threshold whih in ase of a nonzero resolution are
partly shifted to higher energies. In the right panel of the same gure we see that this
totally spoils the t to the DAMA modulation amplitude.
Nevertheless we hesitate to ompletely exlude the sodium hanneled region. In some
part of it, the iodine peak lies at energies E ′ . 1.5keVee. In suh ases the ompatibility
with DAMA ould remain if σ(1.5keVee) . 0.2keVee whih is about 1/3 of the expeted
resolution of DAMA/LIBRA at that energy. One should have in mind that the resolutions
of DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA were only extrapolated to suh low energies whih
implies some unertainties. In addition, the resolution may show some deviations from
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Figure 5: Same as Figure 3, but for mχ = 5.5GeV (left panel) and δ = 13keV (right panel) and
the detetor resolution of DAMA set to zero (see text).
Gaussianity far away from the entral value. Finally there is also the possibility that the
iodine peak is somehow aeted by DAMA's noise rejetion proedure near threshold.
On the other hand, the total rate at DAMA/LIBRA (Figure 1 in [1℄) shows no
sharp rise above E ′ = 0.75 keVee. And while one should be very areful about the
interpretation of bins below the threshold, there is at least no indiation for the iodine
peak down to this energy. Although the existene of the sodium hanneled region is
therefore doubtable, we nevertheless present here the limits on this region from other
diret detetion experiments. For this purpose we set the energy resolution of DAMA
to zero. Note that we do this just for illustration, the denite position and size of the
DAMA allowed region, if it exists, highly depends on the behavior of the DAMA detetor
below its threshold.
As the sodium region lies at very low mχ, important onstraints only arise from
the very low-threshold experiments CoGeNT, TEXONO and CRESST I. In Figure 5 we
show the DAMA allowed regions (90% and 99%) at zero resolution together with the
90% exlusion urves from these experiments for xed mχ = 5.5GeV (left panel) or xed
δ = 13 keV (right panel). As an be seen only TEXONO has begun to explore a small
part of the DAMA allowed region, most of it still remains unhallenged.
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Figure 6: Same as Figure 2 but for the best t point in the hanneled iodine region (mχ =
11.9 GeV, δ = 33.3 keV, σn = 4.7 · 10−39 m2). All spetra refer to iodine as sattering o of
sodium is kinematially not aessible.
4.2.2 Iodine
The hanneled iodine region orresponds to the red region in Figure 1 with 9 GeV .
mχ . 20 GeV and 0 . δ . 38 keV when the detetor resolution is taken into aount.
Allowed ross setions range from σn ≃ 9 · 10−42 m2 to 10−36 m2, a very thin strip
extends above 10−36 m2. Only hanneled iodine events give a ontribution to the signal.
This an be seen in the left panel of Figure 6 where we plot the reoil spetrum in sodium
iodide for the best t point (mχ = 11.9GeV, δ = 33.3 keV and σn = 4.7 · 10−39 m2 with
χ2 = 12.3). As the iodine spetrum is pratially zero above ER ∼ 6 keV, all quenhed
events lie below the DAMA threshold and annot ontribute to the signal.
The right panel shows the predited modulation amplitude at the best t point and
the measured modulation amplitude in the bins up to 10keVee. As in the quenhed iodine
region the inlusion of the energy resolution auses a slight smearing of the spetrum
whih leads to an extension of the DAMA allowed region.
The most important onstraints on the hanneled iodine region arise from XENON10
and CDMS II, as an be seen in Figure 7. In partiular, we nd that the part of the
hanneled iodine region where mχ & 15 GeV is exluded by XENON10 at 99% CL.
However, below this mass there still exists parameter spae in agreement with DAMA
and ompletely onsistent with all other experiments.
5 Comparison with other studies
Our results show important deviations from earlier studies [16, 18, 19℄ whih we now
want to address in some detail. We fous on heavy inelasti dark matter (green region
in Figure 1) as the low mass regions have not been studied systematially.
In ontrast to [16,18,19℄ we took into aount the energy resolution of DAMA/LIBRA
and DAMA/NaI whih leads to an extension of the DAMA allowed region espeially
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Figure 7: Same as Figure 3, but for mχ = 11GeV (left panel) and δ = 30 keV (right panel).
to larger ross setions and smaller masses (.f. Figure 1). We also took into aount
information from the higher energy bins.
As for the other experiments, the most important dierene onerns the onstraint
from CRESST II whih is more severe in our ase than in [16,18,19℄. In [16℄ simple Poisson
statistis were used to derive the CRESST II limit whih allows a omparison between
the absolute number of predited and measured events only, but ignores information from
their spetral shape. Interval based methods like the pmax-method employed in [18, 19℄
or the maximum gap method used by us seem more appropriate and lead to stronger
limits. One would therefore expet that [18, 19℄ obtain omparably severe onstraints.
However, these studies ombined the data set from the ommissioning run of CRESST II
with the older test run. In our analysis we refrain from inluding this run as explained in
detail in Setion 3.2.6. But even if this run is inluded there is still some tension between
CRESST II and DAMA unless one partiular event at ∼ 22 keV measured by the Daisy
module is inluded [19℄. This event, however, enters the WIMP searh region only if
the quenhing fator
8
of tungsten deviates from its experimental value (see disussion
in [21℄). Newer measurements of the quenhing fator [51℄ seem to exlude this possibility,
i.e. the mentioned event should not be treated as a andidate event.
8
Note that in ryogeni detetors the quenhing fator has no impat on the energy alibration but
only on the disrimination between bakground and andidate events.
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6 Conlusions
In this study we examined the ompatibility of the DAMA annual modulation signal
with other diret searhes for the ase of inelasti dark matter. We searhed for regions
onsistent with the spetral shape of the DAMA modulation amplitude by sanning over
the three-dimensional parameter spae of inelasti dark matter whih is spanned by the
WIMP mass mχ, the mass splitting δ and the WIMP neutron ross setion σn. We found
two regions in parameter spae whih orretly reprodue the DAMA signal, one of them
at highermχ orresponding to quenhed and one at smallmχ orresponding to hanneled
sattering events o of iodine. A third region where the DAMA signal an be explained
by hanneled satterings o of sodium opens up if we derease the energy resolution of
DAMA. Its existene depends strongly on the behavior of the DAMA detetor below
threshold.
All DAMA allowed regions were studied in detail and limits from the relevant other
diret detetion experiments were applied. In ontrast to previous studies we found that
for the Standard Halo Model inelasti dark matter with mχ & 15GeV is ruled out at 95%
CL where the strongest onstraints are set by XENON10 (at smaller mχ) and CRESST
II (at larger mχ). This statement remains fairly robust with respet to experimental
and astrophysial unertainties: when varying the galati esape veloity and the iodine
quenhing fator within their experimental unertainties, the DAMA 99% ondene
region remains exluded at 90% CL. Dark matter veloity proles whih dier substan-
tially from the Standard Halo Model may redue the disrepany between CRESST II
and DAMA in the high mass region slightly.
At lower masses, where the DAMA signal an be explained through hanneled events
at iodine and sodium respetively, we nd that parts of these regions are onsistent with
all diret detetion experiments. In onlusion we have shown that heavy inelasti dark
matter is disfavored by the ombination of DAMA spetral information and the exlusion
limits from other experiments. Light inelasti dark matter on the other hand onstitutes
a viable solution to the DAMA puzzle.
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